
CLIMATE CHANGE

Especiallé





Welcome to our ‘bar’ :)

We have opened this place because we want to have conversations with real humans 
about what we are interested in, and also to get our app, technology and values out 
there, to see what people like you think.

This particular menu is focused on Climate Change, we think this is one of the biggest 
issues of our time, and think that shining a light on the subject can only help to get us 
moving down a sustainable path. 

From a personal point of view, I have an 8 year old son, Dylan, hopefully I am still 
around when he hits 58. When he does, I would rather he is not living in a world full of 
famine, war, extreme weather and other existential problems we will face if us 
humans don’t take this really seriously. 

I would also not like to face questions from him about why I didn't do enough 
personally, why was I flying to Europe and back 4 or 5 times a year? Adding circa 250g 
of Co2 per km travelled into the atmosphere. Especially when Eurostar adds 6g per 
km (page 7)?
Why Dad!?

The answer would be complicated- convenience, fun, time limitations of work, cost, 
your nan lives in Spain, it’s what we all did. However, repeating these at a time when 
the world could quite simply be fucked, may seem like pretty trivial reasons to him. 

Peepl is interested in changing the way we do everything with everyone, building a 
decentralised app ecosystem that tries to build services, apps and value flows that 
take into account how messed up we think the world is, and what we could do about 
it if we spent our time and money in different ways. 

What that means when it comes to climate change is a couple of things. 

Such as having early discussions with the likes of Douglas Muir, Dean of the 
Environmental Science School at Liverpool University on how we go about building a 
sustainability reporting system into our ecosystem, where businesses on the network 
have to fill it in each year to show they are moving to being as sustainable as possible, 
if they are not or are not interested, they won’t be part of the network, which is fine! 

We hope you enjoy the menu, if you have any comments or feedback, please write 
them on your table, or, talk to us! 

Welcome and thanks for visiting,

Leon. 



Love Lane Lager
One of the city’s best loved beers, made with Pilsner and Munich malts for a delicate, herbal 
brew. Love Lane’s spectacular beers are all brewed just round the corner from here, in their 
Baltic Triangle brewery.

if you came here in a car or a taxi for one – 5.00 GBPx
if you didn’t – 4.60 GBPx



Pomegranite Gin Fizz
This combination of pomegranate with Persian rose petals and Turkish apple creates a 
particularly aromatic and refreshing gin. Mix that with some sweetness, some lime, and 
some club soda – delicious!

if you came here in a car or a taxi for one – 7.50 GBPx
if you didn’t – 6.80 GBPx
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‘Profoundly troubling signs’ –
drivers of the climate emergency

‘Encouraging signs’ – trends tackling
the climate emergency

Gin & Tonic
Choose from traditional dry gin, sophisticated pomegranate, or moody coffee & vanilla – all 
distilled around 80 metres away in the Love Lane Brewery and bottled by hand.

if you came here in a car or a taxi for one – 5.00 GBPx
if you didn’t – 4.60 GBPx
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‘Especially Disturbing’ - The impact of 
the climate change emergency

Dark & Stormzy
AKA dark rum and coke, with a splash of fresh lime. The fine rum at the heart of this drink is 
made by the Big Bog Brewing company, a real living wage employer based in Speke.

if you came here in a car or a taxi for one – 4.50 GBPx
if you didn’t – 4.00 GBPx
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'Untold Suffering'
By Samantha Furness

@slfurnessart

Oolong Tea
A Chinese speciality oolong tea, grown in the Fujian province. Calming, tasty and quite 
refreshing after, or before, a drink or two – it is a Monday after all.

if you came here in a car or a taxi for one – 3.00 GBPx
if you didn’t – 2.70 GBPx
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Dinosaur Timeline

So are we saying that ultimately dinosaurs are smarter than us?

 

Are we saying that humans are messing with nature so bad we are 

going to last nowhere near as long? 

We don’t know,

but we do like the simple 1990’s style graph. 

Credit to the inspiration for this page to Steve Thomas. All round creative and proprietor of Top Edit Tipz on YouTube.

Mineral Water, Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite
All the classics.

if you came here in a car or a taxi for one – 2.00 GBPx
if you didn’t – 1.80 GBPx



Mineral Water, Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite
All the classics.
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if you didn’t – 1.80 GBPx



You can’t make positive 
choices for the rest of 

your life without an 
environment that 

makes those choices 
easy, natural, and 

enjoyable.

-DC.


